Starting May 4th
Retail businesses will be allowed to sell goods through delivery service, window service, walk-up service, drive-through service, drive-up service or curbside delivery provided they establish and implement sanitation and physical distancing measures.

Starting May 8th
Retail businesses can resume expanded in-person operations permitted they implement social distancing and sanitation measures established by the United States Department of Labor or the Arizona Department of Health Services.

Resuming Elective Surgeries
Starting May 1, hospitals and outpatient surgical centers are resuming elective surgeries, with assurances that these facilities have adequate supplies and PPE. To date, over 1,090 facilities and counting are eligible to resume elective surgeries.

Dine-in
GOAL: resume dine-in operations in May, with guidance being developed in coordination with public health officials and industry leaders to be provided in the days ahead.

What’s next:
Further guidance: phased in based on the recommendations of CDC and health experts through May and June.
Advanced notice: prioritizing giving businesses and citizens time to plan and adjust.
Public health first: increasing tests, following the facts, and continuing physical distancing.

“PHYSICAL DISTANCING IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE. WE’RE SLOWING THE SPREAD. THE LAST THING WE WANT TO DO NOW IS UNDO THESE GAINS. ARIZONA IS EAGER TO REENERGIZE OUR ECONOMY, AND WE WILL CONTINUE TO TAKE A GRADUAL, STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH THAT’S GUIDED BY DATA AND PUBLIC HEALTH.”
Governor Doug Ducey

Websites for additional public health guidance: